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Hello Tool Shed Members!

Tool Shed

We think we lost something……it was there one minute and gone the next. So if any of you know where
the month of June has disappeared to, please let us know 
There is often a point in a project when you think, ‘will this ever be finished’?! It can be a little
disheartening and you can think it is only you who feels that way. Fear not, it happens to lots of us and we
are no exception! Our build is still ongoing, we are still enjoying it but we are really keen to finish it now.
When you have a big project but limited time to work on it, it can seem to take forever to complete. The
one thing we always do is to take photos of our progress, not just to share with you but also to help us
when we reach that point where The Sugar Loaf mountain feels more like Snowdon……..
We feel better already 

We have been experiencing a couple of technical issues with our website of late which unfortunately we
cannot fix with a hammer and some nails. Well, we could and while the end result would be most
satisfying, it wouldn’t have actually fixed the problem long term…….So please bear with us and if you do
have any trouble accessing the website please just get in touch and we will endeavour to help (minus the
hammer)!
Since the start of these newsletters, we have received a common question about something we feature
regularly on here. It’s one we can easily answer – no, we are very sorry but the Ian attachment does not
come with the tool loan. We realise it appears to be false advertising and we apologise for this but he is
very valuable and we couldn’t afford to replace him if he got damaged 
Stay safe everyone and have a great month.
From The Toolies,
Vanessa, Ian and Helen

